Dear Friends,

Thereafter, mother Yashoda and Rohini, along with the other elderly gopis, waved about the switch of a Cow to give full protection to the child Sri Krishna.

“Here we find that in household affairs, ladies could take charge of protecting a child simply by taking help from the cow. As described here, they knew how to wave about the switch of a cow so as to protect the child from all types of danger. There are so many facilities afforded by cow protection, but people have forgotten these arts. The importance of protecting cows is therefore stressed by Krishna in Bhagavad-gita (krishi-go-raksha-vanijyam vaisya-karma svabhavajam [Bg. 18.44]).

Even now in the Indian villages surrounding Vrindavana, the villagers live happily simply by giving protection to the cow. They keep cow dung very carefully and dry it to use as fuel. They keep a sufficient stock of grains, and because of giving protection to the cows, they have sufficient milk and milk products to solve all economic problems. Simply by giving protection to the cow, the villagers live so peacefully. Even the urine and stool of cows have medicinal value. SB 10.6.19
TRIBUTE TO AINDRA
Dear Aindra Prabhu,
Please accept my humble obeisances. All glories to Srila Prabhupada.

Although we served together in the same temple for 28 years, I deeply regret that I failed to take advantage of your association. You were always absorbed in Kirtan or Deity worship and I in more indirect services. Occasionally you would invite me to assist you in your intimate service and I always felt privileged and blessed by that. We are like-minded in many ways and we shared a certain bond in brotherhood. I foolishly assumed that you would always be nearby whenever I needed inspiration. Your sudden departure has left a gap in my heart that will not easily be filled.

Your kirtans were the life not only of the Sri Sri Krsna Balaram Mandir, but also of Care for Cows’ celebration of Gopastami and Govardhana Puja festivals. Indeed your kirtan was keeping Kali Yuga at bay.
Once I was forced to leave Vrindavan for fourteen months and while suffering the separation I got great relief by hearing your Vrindavan Mellows *kirtan* tapes. Your dedication to performing *kirtan* in Vrindavan tolerating the innumerable challenges has no doubt greatly endeared you to Srila Prabhupada and Krsna. You are truly one “Who is living still in sound.”

We pray that you will remain accessible to us in that way.
The cows, bulls and Neel Gais enjoy a cooperative relationship at Care for Cows. While the Neel Gais are actually antelopes (Blue Cows or *Boselaphus tragocamelus*) they have many of the same habits and characteristics as cows. Care for Cows hosts six Neel Gais at present.

Although they generally associate with their own kind, the cows often take pleasure in licking and cleaning the Neel Gais, and the Neel Gais take just as much pleasure in receiving the service as you can tell by the smiles on their faces in the following photographs.

The cleaning and licking generally takes place in the afternoon, after everyone has eaten and is seated and ruminating. While the licking may be a demonstration of affection, it is also a way the lickers take in salt.
Above: Janardana a Blue Bull gets groomed while below Draupadi gets her share.
Above: Janardana a Blue Bull gets groomed while below Draupadi gets her share.

Radhika is clearly the favorite of the cows.
The monsoon season in India typically lasts from mid-July to mid-August and the rains bring refreshing relief from the stifling humidity and heat. The rains also bring about different challenges in serving the cows.

With the monsoon season, the heavy rains quickly saturate the earth and clog the drainage system. The cowherd men work hard in digging and re-digging the drainage trenches to ensure the water is removed quickly so the herd has a dry place to sleep during the night.

At the time of the dark moon when the night is darkest, the strong rains during the night make it hard to see where one is walking. This young street bull (opposite) was found early the morning walking inside a six-foot deep trench. He was unhurt but was unable to get out from the hole.

The Care for Cows staff came to the site and tried various ways of assisting the bull out from the hole, but the bull, being scared of such close attention did not cooperate with their efforts. While the workers were considering how to set the bull free, he decided it was time to go and taking a few quick strong steps, suddenly leapt clear out of the trench and sauntered off down the street, much to the satisfaction of all who were there.
This young street bull fell into a six-foot trench during the dark moon night and was unable to get out by himself. He was unhurt and climbed out after some encouragement.
Unfinished roadwork in Vrindavan leave many holes and trenches which present serious danger. This hole in the road is about five-feet deep with no warning signs or barriers. The heavy rains filled the hole with water making it dangerous for cows and humans as well.

This year the rain brought out an infestation of centipedes. Last year it was grasshoppers. For a brief period, the area surrounding Care for Cows was inundated with hundreds and thousands of centipedes. Their presence does not seem to affect the herd although we are keeping a vigilant watch as they may start to infest the food. If you sit down for a few minutes you will soon find yourself picking them out from under your shirt.
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Another Hit & Run Victim

As Vrindavan gears up to become a car-friendly city, another cow has become injured by the increasing number of impatient, insensitive, reckless drivers. This two-year-old cow was hit and suffered a broken shank. She was left to fend for herself and her injury became infected and deteriorated to the point that gangrene set in. A local veterinarian was called and his recommendation was to amputate the infected limb. He performed the surgery successfully.
This cow will join the many others in our herd who will have to hobble around for the remainder of their days. It is not easy for them as their remaining limbs become strained or deformed from bearing the added bodily weight. Their spines become twisted as they can not stand properly and when they sit for prolonged periods of time they are prone to develop pressure sores and decreased digestion. Amputees are not able to live normal lives. Reckless drivers should know that the Law of Karma dictates that the same type of suffering awaits them. It is simply not wise to place more value in saving a few seconds than in the welfare of an abandoned street cow.

Previously, regarding speeding drivers a Vrajabasi foretold, “Their fast driving will only get them to Hell on time... or perhaps a bit early.”

Erika Del Pero Crespi from Italy has accepted the responsibility to sponsor this cow and has named her Lilly.
Padmini’s First Calf

Padmini: “At three months old I was put on the street without warning and I tell you it is not easy to survive out there. There’s so much competition, even for the garbage. I wandered aimlessly, skinny and famished until one day I saw a man pulling a rickshaw overloaded with large bags of fresh grass and followed him. When he stopped to open a gate, I went for the grass sticking out of a hole in one of the bags and began devouring it. When he returned to the rickshaw he spotted me, but I couldn’t stop eating, so I prepared myself to receive blows for what humans call “stealing”.

But instead of getting angry, he invited me in and gave me a whole basket of grass. He even kept the other calves away so I could eat to my full satisfaction. While I ate, he gently tugged at my ears and told...
the other cowherd men that they were as pink as a lotus flower. Hence, they call me Padmini. I have been at Care for Cows for eight years and have just delivered my first calf.”

Report from Deenanath:
“Puri Maharaji advised that there is a 99% chance Padmini will give birth tonight. Having spent so much time around cows, Puri is very good at reading the signs. Sure enough, at about 10.00 pm., just after the rain stopped, Padmini delivered a healthy female calf.

Keshi arrived just after the birth and observed the older cows crowding around inspecting the newborn. He carried the calf to an enclosure and made the Padmini and her calf comfortable. Padmini spent the next half an hour licking and cleaning her offspring, who made several unsuccessful attempts to stand.

Puri Maharaja observed that the calf is healthy and well-proportioned.”

Puri Maharaja noted that the calf is healthy, well-proportioned and has beautiful features.
Mohini has always been healthy and energetic. She has given birth to three calves, all with facial markings similar to her and her mother’s. Her latest bull calf is the first to be born without white markings on the face. Since she has never given much milk, Mohini has had the luxury of always being accompanied by her calves. They are her constant companions.
Report from Deenanath:
Last night Mohini gave birth to a bull calf. It was natural and unassisted.

Mohini’s calf is much smaller than the other two calves, but is stronger. Within a couple of minutes he stood and nursed. Upon finishing, he sat in one corner of the pen and Mohini in the other, indicating a streak of independence and strength.

In contrast, the other two calves took at least half-an-hour to stand and feed and spent the next day close by their mothers.
Padmanandini is the daughter of Sudevi and Padmalochana and is now six-years-old. She is another cow who was born here and has been healthy all her life. She has been sponsored for the last four years by Srinivas and Radha Damodara who protect cows at their 120-acre farm in Australia.

Sometime around 11 am. Padmanandini gave birth to a healthy bull. It was such an easy delivery that no-one noticed until a visitor to Care for Cows pointed out the shiny bundle curled up at the feet of Padmanandini. Mother and baby are both healthy and well.
IN THE NEWS:

A relaxed cow brushes against a huge roller in an invention that could clean up in Britain - an automatic cow wash.

The brush - similar to those used in car washes - cleans the animal all over, stopping diseases from spreading.

It is also said to boost blood circulation, increasing milk quality.

Swedish makers DeLaval have sold 30,000 in their homeland and are launching the machine here.

A spokesman said: “It keeps cows happier, healthier and more productive. It is very popular among dairy farmers.”
Thank You From the Cows

The cows send their heart-felt thanks to those who assisted during July 2010
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May cows stay in front of me; may cows stay behind me; may cows stay on both sides of me. May I always reside in the midst of cows. —Hari Bhakti Vilas 16.252